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ANALYSIS OF ORATING FARiXthTRS ON SURFACE IGNITION 

S±'J-JK i thITION ENGIxßS 

I. NATURE OF SURFACE IGNITION 

reign1tion is usually defined as the surface igni- 

tion of the fuel-air mixture before passage of the spark. 

When surface ignition occurs at the same point in each 

cycle, that is, at sorne fixed degree of crank angle 

advance, it is known as stable preignition. When surface 

ignition occurs at an earlier crank an:le in each succeed- 

ir1; cycle, the ignition is referred to as unstable or run- 

away preignition. This latter type is biieved to be more 

common and also much more destructive. 

Surface ignition occurring after passage of the 

spark is called after-ignition. Such Ignition often de- 

velops into true preinition as the surface temperature 

increas or as the temperature and pressure of the fuel- 

air mixture increase. After-igniilori can be detected by 

turning off the ignition switch while the engine is run- 

fling. when present, the engine will continue to fire. If 

the after-ignition closely follows the regular spark timing, 

the engine wili. continue to run in a normal manner. 'Jhen 

after-ignition occurs considerably after normal spark 

passage, the engine usually fires irregularly and may stop 



entirely a few cyclos after the IL;nitlon is burned off. 

Preignitlon is frequently but erroneously associated 

with detonation, probably because both are types of ab- 

noz'mal combustion; tney often accompany each other, and 

both cause a similar knocking sound. They are, however, 

separate, distinct, and quite unrelated phenomena. AS 

previously mentioned preinition occurs before passae of 

the spark xid is caused chiefly by a heated surface. It is 

relc.tively independent of the raLture condition. Con- 

versely, detonation is compression ignition of the last 

part of the air-fuel mixture to burn and is dependent to a 

considerable extent on the condition of the mixture. (1, 

p.l)* 

Engine failures due to detonation largely have been 

eliminated, providing that fuels and operating conditions 

specified by engine manufacturers are used. 

Fuels are rated in relation to their iocking (det 

onating) cnaracteristice, end this rating is weil defined 

and rigidly controlled. On the other hand, failures due to 

preignition have increased, due largely to increases in 

specific output and operating temperatures. No preignition 

index has been issigned to fuels and for this reason fuel 

control guarding against this characteristic is not regu- 

lated as closely as it is for detonation. 

Numbers in paiiriEesis iefer to bibliography. 
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Usually fuels of high anti-knock ratings also tend 

to be non-preigniting, but this is not always the case. 

For example, benzene (benzol) has a comparativoly high 

octane number but fails readily by preignition (3, p. 26- 

27). 

Unstable preignition is often reached In an engine 

with little or tiO warning, and in such cases the engine may 

fail In a matter of seconds due to the extremely high tem- 

peratures encountered. Figures 1, 2 and 3 rc examples of 

preignition failures illustrating the severity and need for 

prevention of preignition. It Is apparent that euch fail- 

ures, particularly in aircraft engines, are both dangerous 

and expensive. 

Inasmuch as the present trend in spark-ignition 

engines is toward higher coprossion ratios with higher 

temperatures and accompanying tendency to proigrWe, it is 

increasingly important that the factors causing or aiding 

preignition be understood and controlled. Hundere and i3ert 

(1, p. 3) state that the surface temperature required for 

preignition of a given fuel Is a function of the following 

variables; temperature and pressure of the fuelair mix- 

ture, the time and area of contact between the hot surface 

and the fuel-air mixture, the velocity of the mixture 

across the hot spot surface, the air-fuel ratio, and the 

catalytic effect of the material constituting the hot spot. 



FIG.1. EXHAUST VALVE AND SPRINGS OF R-1820-GC CYLINDER AFTER 105 SECONDS OF PREIGNITION AS COMPARED TO NEW PARTS. 
CALIFORNIA RESEARCH C9RPOATION 
RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA b-9-147 AHUAB 

P-R-477414 



PIG. 2. V-1710 PISTON THAT FAILED BY PREIGNITION 

CALIFORNIA RESEARCH C9RPOATION 
RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA b-9-47 AH)AB 

P-R-477b1 8 



FIG. 3. 
R-2600 CR0N-BURNED PISTON CAUSED BY PREIGNITION 

CALIFORNIA RESEARCH C9RPOATION 
RICHlOND, CALIFORNA cr947 AH-JAS 

P-R-)477!1 7 
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In the actual case, however, the temperature, size, arid 

material of the not spot may be, and usually are dependent 

on many of the parameters of operation and on the turbulent 

characteristics of the particular engine in which the phe- 

nomenon takes laoe. Spark plugs and valves are likely 

surface ignition points and their abilities to dissipate 

heat are aleo important factors. Thus, an engine may oper- 

ate with ari air-fuel ratio which is very vulnerable to pro- 

ignition without preigniting, but when this air-fuel ratio 

is changed to sokrle other ratio even loss susceptible, it 

may preignite because of the increase in hot spot tempera- 

ture. 

Data and information showing the effect of the many 

different engine opert1ng paraneters on surface ignition 

are exceedingly scarce and on some points entirely lacking. 

It seems apparent tnat many Investigations must be per-. 

formed arid much study must be made, if the effects of these 

operating variables on surface ignition are to be fully 

understood. It should be born in mind that the effects of 

these variables on surface ignition are dependent on the 

particular engine and fuel used. It is the writer's belief, 

however, that in many cases similar results will be ob- 

tained in engines of entirely different types using fuels 

with different chemical coipositions and combustion cnar- 

acteristics. For example, increasing the compression ratio 
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of an engine would probabl7 increase the tendeiicy towards 

surface ignition in ali engines using any ordinary fuel. 

It would not he expected that this increase in the tendency 

to surface inito woild be of the same relative agnitude 

iri tli cuses. Proof or disproof of these statements will 

be possible only after a 1are amount of rosearci has been 

performed. 



II. PURPOSE OF THIS INVESTIGATION 

The purpose of this investiation was to study the 

effect of various engine operating variables on the tond- 

ency of a sinle fuel to preignite or after-fire in a ¿iven 

engine. Specifically, the operating variables of compres- 

sion ratio, air-fuel ratio, mixture inlet temperature, 

exhaust as pressure, speed, and oil temperature were in- 

vestiated in relation to their tLndency to promote surface 

ignition. 

It, was decided that this study could best be carried 

out in two parte. T].e first was to determine the effect of 

operatin parameter on the temperature ro- 

quired for surface ignition. The second was to determine 

the effeet of these changes in operating variables on the 

hot spot temperature itself. Thus, it was felt that a 

fixed fuel-air mixture miíht be induced to surface iEnite, 

when a certaIn operating variable was varied, either 

because the condition of the mixture was changed such that 

it was more susceptible to surface ignition or because the 

surface causing surface-ignition was rore able to supply 

the needed heat to the fuel-air mixture. 

Further similar study using other fuels of varying 

composition in the same and in difPeren.t type en4nes would 

greatly add to the knowledge of surface Lnition. 

It was necessary to restrict this investigation to a 
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single fuel burned in only one en(ine since sufficient timo 

and equipment wore not available for a more extended pro 

gram. 



u. 

III. INTrJMENTA'rION AND ArPLICATION 

Engine. An engine was desired which would allow 

convenient varianco of compression ratio, air-fuel ratio, 

mixture inlet temperature, oli temperature, jacket tempera- 

ture, speed, and exhaust as pressure and at the same time 

provide means of holding; these variables within limits of 

stability during the tests in which it was desired to hold 

them steady. 

The available endne meeting the largest number of 

these requirements was an engine developed for octane rating 

of fuels by the Cooperative Fuel Research Comnrriittee. The 

engine is connonly i1OWfl as the 0FR lmock testing engine. 

It consiste of a one-cylinder, four-stroke-cycle valve-in 

head, engine of such construction that the compression 

ratio may be varied from L. to 10. See Figures ij. to 6. 

The unit Is equipped with an electric 1riersion 

heater which is used to regulate the temperature of the in- 

going: mixture. See Figures )4. Sfld The temperature is 

controlled by adding more or less heat. The amount of heat 

added is regulated by adjusting a carbon pile rheostat. A 

mercury thermometer Is inserted as shown in Figure to 

indicate the mixture inlet temperature. 

The compression ratio may be varied from )4. to 10 by 

a mechanism which allows the cylinder head to be raised or 

lowered. See Figures t. and 6. A built-in micrometer is 



FIG. 1 AST)LCTR Knock testing unit. A-control panel, 

B-air intake, C-mixture h.aterheostat,D..mjx 

ture heater, 1-fuel chambers, 7-fuel chamber 

level adjusting screw, G..mtcrometer used in 

determining compression ratio, H-induction 

motor, I-crank for varying compression ratio, 

J-fuel selector knob, K-spark protractor, 

L-ou heater control switch 
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used to measure cylinder head heiht, which dimension may be 

reduced to compression ratio by reference to a suitable con- 

version table. 

The air-fuel ratio is varied by regulating the fuel 

level in the special carburetors by raising or lowering the 

small supply chamber in which the fuel is held, Ev.ch 

chamber bowl has a float control similar to that of a con- 

ventional carburetor. This float maintains the effective 

fuel level independent of the amount of fuel iii the supply 

chamber. Such an arrangement insures fine control of the 

air-fuel ratio, and at the same time offers a wide range of 

mixture ad just ment. 

The fuel-air mixtures actually used were determined 

by sampling the exhaust gas with commercial air-fuel ratio 

Indicating instruìneits. These instrumets were in tirn 

spot checked with an Orsat apparatus, 

The CF1 test engine is belt connected to an indue- 

tian motor, which possesses synchronous cìiaracterlstics. 

Under this arrangement the motor maintains a constant speed 

of 900 rpm. If the engine attempts to exceed the synehro- 

nous speed, the motor acts as a loading generator. If the 

engine speed falls below the synchronous valuo, the motor 

maintains the speed by supplying the needed power. Speed 

regulation is obtained to plus or mInus 9 rpm. No means of 

varying the speed Is Includeci In the unit. This disadvan- 
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11G. 5. Ontawey View of OIR ngine Cylinder Head.. 

Fiu. 79.-C.F.R. knoek-te.ting engine. 
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PIG. b . Cutaway View of a OIR Knock Testing bgin.. 



tate wt.s overcome and will be explained later. 

An oil heater is provided in the base castln to 

facilitate quick warm-up and stablization of the enlne 

temperature. When used as a irnook testing unit it is not 

intended that this heater be operated once stabliation is 

reached. For the tests at hand it was found satisfactory 

and advisable to use the oil heater as it allowed a wider 

rance of oil temperatures without correspondingly larde 

changes in other conditions. The heater is equipped with 

three operating ranges. A thermometer located on the 

control panel indicates crankcase oil surrip temperature. 

Advancing and retarding of the spark is automati- 

cally controlled with varying compression ratio by a 

mechanical link from the cylinder head to the distributor. 

The proper settings vary as follows: 

CompressIon Ratio Spark Advance 

5:1 26° 
6:]. 22° 
7:1 19 

The automatic control may be disconnected, however, 

and manual control used. A neon timing light is built into 

the equipment and visually Indicates the sark timing in 

crank angle decrees. 

The engine is eqzipped wît1 a reflux type condenser 

which holds the jacked temperature constant at the boiling 

temperature of the coolant used. This coo1In' system Is a 
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c1oed sjstern, and the coolant heat Is passed through a 

heat exchanger wherc it is condensed and cooled. The 

jacket teiiporature ma be varied bj us1n coolants whose 

boilinß points vary by the desired amount. 

A valve was installed in the exhaust line as a means 

of varyin the avcrae exhaust pressure. This pressure was 

measured wìth a mercury manometer. Only pressures above 

atmospheric pressure were used. 

Goplete information on the ASTMCFR en1ne used in 

these tests nay be found in the operatin and maintenance 

manual furnished with the unit. (Ref. 1) 

£reiiìitor and Preignitor Power Suppli. Since it 

was decided to measure the surface tenriperature necessary 

for surface ignition for varying values of each of the 

engine parameters investigated, some means of regulating 

the surface area and the surface temperature was required. 

Purthernore, it was necessary that the temperature of the 

hot surface be known. It was of importance that not only 

the surface tenperature but also the surface area be con- 

trolled, as the area of hot surface also affects surface 

ignition. In order to accomplish these ends an exterually 

heated hot surface was built. This unit, called the pre- 

ignitor, was so constructed that it could be screwed into 

the bouncing pin adapter hole. 
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The preignitors used in this work were electrically 

heated. Their constructioiì is shown in Figure 7. Pro- 

irdtors of this type were loaned by the Ethyl Corporation 

Laboratories of Detroit, ?A1chian, where some research on 

the subject of suitable preignitors had been completed. 

The preignitor they found most successful consisted of a 

nickel center electrode to which a platirium-lO per cent 

rhodium, o.ot.o inch filament wire was welded. The filament 

is mechanically connected to the shell. A platinuin-].O per 

cent rhodium-platinum thermocouple is welded to the f lia- 

ment to record the filament temperature. These thermo- 

couple wires must necessarily be email to prevent excessive 

cooling due to conduction. An ionization pick-up wire of 

platinum is also located as shown in Figure 7. 

The preignitor used in the tests herein reported was 

of the same basic design and employed identical parts ex- 

cept that a manganese-nickel filament wire was used instead 

of platinum-lO per cent rhodium. This change was made be- 

cause of the extremely high cost of platinum, arid because 

platinum carburizes under the condition of the tests 

thereby becoming very brittle. Under detonating operation 

when high shock waves are present in the engine, it is 

believed that some of the filament failures were due to 

this bi:h brittleness. 

Since commercial spark plug electrodes are known to 
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NAME 
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FIG. 7 Preignitor 
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operate 9t high temperatures, and bscause they are designed 

to operate under conditions Identical to those encountered 

In thì type of work, it was reasoned that they m1ht prove 

to be adequate. A center electrode from a ooriuiercial spark 

p1u; wa removed and welded to the nickel center electrode 

replacing the platlnum-lO per cent rhodium filament. This 

welding was accomplished under a slightly reducing flame 

with no flux beine used. Several fluxes were tried but 

welding appeared easiest and best when no flux was used. 

The manganese-nickel wire used was slightly larger than the 

platinum wire of the ori4nal design used by Ethyl Corpora- 

tion, but this is not considered an objectionable feature 

provided the current output of the power supply is ample. 

McLean (Ref. 3) found that the preinitor thermo- 

couples usually failed more frequently than the filament 

wire, In his work it was not necessary to measure the hot 

spot temperature, and the preignitor was still useable 

after the thermocouple had failed. In these tests this was 

not the case, so it seemed advisable to find an alternate 

method of determining the hot spot temperature. The best 

means of acoomp1ishin this seemed to be by calibrating the 

filament temperature against current. This was done by two 

methods, first, usiú an optical pyrometer and calibrating 

in still air. The second method was performed using a 

preignitor with the thermocouple just described, together 
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with a suitable pyrometer, and calibratin; in the test 

engine under three different conditions as follows: 

a. Engine not running 

b. Engine running but ignition turned off (not 

firing) 

o. Engine running and firing. 

In the first method the calibration formed a linear 

curve, which compared quite weil with the calibration in 

the engine wnen the engine was not running. Tern.eratures 

indicated by the optical pyrometer wore slightly higher. 

The reason probably was ttat in the engine the preiitor 

could readily conduct the heat away, but in the case of 

optical calibration lt could not, as the prei1tor was 

held in a test stand where it was not in metal to metal 

coìtact, Since calibration in the engine represents actual 

conditions more closely, this calibration was used, and the 

optical calibration was used only to verify the liflear 

characteristic of the calibrvi4on. 

The curves resulting from the three conditions 

specified in the second method are shown in Figure 8. 

Only in the case of the curve in which the engine 

is not running is the hot spot temperature indicated for 

any particular current constant. In each of the other two 

cases it would be expected that the temperature would vary 

somewhat, since the temperature of the gases with which the 

hot spot is in coritac varies Wjtii trie instant of the cycle. 
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This i particularly true dur1n the conb zt1on, expanßion, 

irid exhaust phases of the cycle. Dur1n the rest of the 

cycle this temperature departs little froni the averae. 

From precise theoretIcal considerations based on the laws 

of heat tranamIsion, Vernon (2, p. 5) has calculated that 

in the case of explosion engines, the surface layer in- 

fluenced by the gas is of a thickness in the order of a few 

tenths of a millimeter. The amlitude of tenperature vari- 

ation Is much less in the ntal than in the das, In the 

order of only 20 F on the surface of the metal. 

The temperature causing preignitlon is the tempera- 

turs of the hot spot toward the end of compression, and at 

this moment the temperature of the hot spot deviates very 

little, if any, from the average temperature. Under these 

aeswnptions a well damped galvanometer which indicates the 

mean temperature also cives the temperature of the metal at 

the instant of preiition. Serruys (2, p. 6) expon- 

mentally checked this statement and found it to be pro- 

cisely true. 

Other filwnent materials were experimented with, 

including: chrornel, nickel, niolybdenum, tungsten, zir- 

conium, arid carbon. Carbon, when used as the hot spot, 

burned with a small intense flame at about 1200 F and 

therefore, would causo preinitIon readily as lon as the 

flmo was present. each of the other rnttals failed quickly 
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in the alternately oxidizing end reducing atrnopheres 

always present in the combustion process. 

The power supply used to supply the heavy current 

required by the preignitor filament was a ]O ampere 

Lincoln arc welder. Both voltage and current re.ulation 

are incorporated in the welder. Fine current control over 

a wide rane of voltages is obtainable from euch a machine 

which makes ib highly satisfactory and easily ased with 

preignîtors wiìose resistances vary widely. The current was 

measired using the shunt and niillivoltiacter sriown In Figure 

lo. 

Ionization Pick-Up Unit. Preignition was defined as 

surface ignition of the fuel-air mixture before passae of 

the electrical spark. In order to determine when preigni- 

tion occurs, a means by which it could be detected was 

required. The engìne was equipped with a spark protractor 

which Indicated the time of ignition spark. A second pro-. 

tractor was added to the enine and combined with supp ort- 

Ing auxiliary equipment indicated the time, measured in 

crank an;le de{rees, when the flame front reached the pre- 

ignitor. The supportIn equipment included an ionization 

pick-up unit constructed as shown by tne wiring diagram of 

Figure 9, the ionization pick-up wire which is built into 

the prelgnitor, and a high voltage transformer used to 
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increase the voltage generated in the ionization pick-up 

unit to a voltage sufficiently high to operate the spark 

protractor. 

Tho ionization pick-up wire is connected to Terminal 

i of Figure 9. Terminal 2 is connected to the engine baso 

and servos as a around connection. Terminal 3 le the out- 

put of tìe unit and is connected to the primary of the high 

voltage transformer. The ionization pick-up wire projects 

into the combustion o1aber, 

The principle of operation of the pick-up wire is 

based on the phenomenon of ionization. Ions are liberated 

from neutral matter by detaching one or nore electrons fror 

a neutral atom, To do this, energy muet be supplIed to the 

atom, This energy maí como from several sources, the most 

important being from impact with another particle, from 

eloctromagnetic waves, from a chemical action, or from 

heat. (8, p. 10) 

In our case heat liberated by the flame front causes 

ionization to occur. The ions thus 88t l'ree are able to 

support an electrical current and the gas momentarily be- 

conies a conductor. 

By this action Terminal i i ounded to Terminal 2 

at the instant the flame front reaches the ionization pick- 

up wire. The action of the pick-up unit is to amplify this 

signai to such va1es that when used in conjunction with 
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the transfornir, it is sufficitnt to opexate the spark 

protractor. Thus, the cornbirted effect of the pick..up unit 

and supportin equipment is to indicate on the protractor 

the exact tizne at which the flame front reaches the pre- 

ignitor. reignition is known to occur when the spark on 

the pick-up protractor occurs earlier than the spark on the 

ignition timing protractor. After-ignition may also be 

detected in a similar manner. 

AirFuel Iatio Indicators. Two air-fuel ratio in- 

dicatin instruments were used during these testa. Au 

Jlliot Carbumeter was used for low air-fuel ratios, 13.5 

and below. This Instrument, shown in Figure 10, is of the 

thermal-conductivity trpe. Hydrogen i a much better heat 

conductor than are the other ases present. Since hydrogen 

is present in exhaust products of rich mixtures only, in- 

struments of this type are relatively insensitive for lean 

mixture-s. 

In order that the lean mixture ratios could be 

measured more accurately, an instrument operating on the 

density principle was used for air-fuel ratios above 13.5. 

The meter used is known commercially as the Ranarex. See 

Figure 10. This instrument is also none too reliable in 

the lean rance so frequent checks with the Orsat were made. 
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FIGS lo 

?.it .qutpa.nt ised in investigation. A - Banarex 

air fuel ratio indicator, B - Pyroneter, C - Xlliott 

Carbueter, D - Aaieter used to .easure filanient cur- 

rent, L - Ionization pick-up unit 
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Fuels Used in It is knowi that some Luels 

)re1flite more readily tha othcr fuels under similar con- 

ditlons, Serruys states (2, p. 22), "For a given octa:e 

number tue temperature ot auto-inition is veri little 

affected by the chemical conosition of the fuel itself." 

His statement a based on an investiation of three fuels 

of equal octane rating (69) but of different chemical coin- 

jositions. 

Other inveatiators, (5), (3, . 27) and (1, . 20), 

found iat the tendencî to prei'nite may vare, between fuels 

of different chemical compositions and of different ehem- 

ica]. structures. 

Tetraethyl-lead in 8ma11 amounts reduces the tend- 

ency of a fuel to preigiito by poisoning the catalytic 

reaction of the hot spot, but larger additions do not yield 

proportional increases in preignitlori resistance. 

Some fuel components induce surface ignition through 

tne formation of combustion chamber deposits. Fuels con- 

taming tetraethyl-lead are known to be stroiig offenders in 

thiS respect, however, this cilsadvantage is usually of less 

importance than the catalytic effect mentioned above, and 

fuels containing tetraethyl-iead are usually less sus- 

ceptible to surface ignition than a fuel which does not 

contain the lead additive. 

It was desired to test a fuel whose preignition 
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tendericie2 were avrae and one which i in ¿eneral ase in 

tais country as a notor fuel. 7ith these requireuents in 

nind, Standard reu1ar rac1e ¿asoline, purehased from a 

Ghevron stion, was chosen as the fuel to be used in this 

inVestigation. 
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IV. TL;T .?R3CELU}RE 

It was stated under a preceding ect1on of this 

thesis, that the primary purpose of the 1nveztiation was 

to determine the effect of certain engine operating vari 

ableg on surface ignîtion. The variables of compression 

ratio, mixture inlet temperature, air-fuel ratio, en)ine 

speed, oil temperature, and exhaust pressure were selected 

as the variables most likelr to be of importance witit 

respect to surface ignition. The most logical ap:roach 

seemed that of varying one engine variable at a tinie, while 

holding steady as many of the other operating parameters as 

possible. This approach was used, bit the question, then, 

wee how to measure the tendency towards surface ignition. 

A survey of previous work on the subject indicated that 

measurerìent of the rninimwn hot rjot tenperatre required 
for surface ignition 'was a reesonably rood starting point. 

Tests were run using the preinitor described earlier as 

the hot surface. In those first tests the engine was 

brou:ht to steady operating conditions, and the iininum 

temperature for surface ignition wa reeordod. Detection 

of surface inition w83 attoipted In several ways. The 

first method vas to slowly increase the hot spot teinpora- 

ture, while the engine was fIrin, until unstable pro- 
ignition res-ilted. Unstable proignition was readily 

detected by the rapid increase in hot spot teperaturo. 
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This test reqiIzed uae c a pre1n1tor equipped with a 

thermocouple. 

A aecond nethod of detection usine the IonizatIon 

icIz-up unIl wa tried. This unit indIeate the time 

Iterva1 In crank nj1e deree3 between passa:e oi the 

spark Lt the spark p1u id arrivai of the flame front at 

th hot spot. When the fuel.s.alr mixture ignites by surco 

ignition at tILO hot eot, before ari'îval of the normal 

flame, the time interval is ahortoned. As the twnperature 

of the hot spot Is increased, the surface Ignition occurs 

earlier each cycle until it occurs before passage of the 

spark ad true preignition results. Several degrees of 

surX'ace ignition ranging from after-firinè to severe un 

stable preiition were used as a basis for recording the 

minlmuai surface temperature for surface ignition. 

After.firing, known to occur if the enjçixie continued 

to run after the ignItIon wa swtohed off, was also used 

as a basis Cor recording surface Ignition temperatures. In 

these tests the hot apot temperature was increased until 

the engine would just fire regularly when the ignition was 

turned off. In this way the ailniniurn hot spot temperature 

for a constant degree of after-firing was determined. 

gone of these three procedures proved satisfactory. 

AU failed in that they could not be reproduced with suit 

able aceurac. ven when several readings were recorded at 
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each point and then an avere taken, the results were In 

onIï fair agreenent. The method which detected arter.. 

firing by switohin off the ignition proved best of tue 

three, arid some use was made of It in the actual tests. 

Another objectiofl to each of these methods was that they 

ave no indication of the effect that changes in the oper.. 

atin variablee have upon the abllltj of the bot 8pot to 

EU)1 heat to the fue1.air mixture. For exaìn1e, when 

the air..-fuei ratio 18 chawed froai rica. i to lean, very 

little chanc in the hot s2ot teorature required for 

surface ignition was indicated. Actually, ien fuel-air 

mixtures (A/F of 13 to 114.) cause the coznb.tstion chamber 

walls to run much hotter than the rich air-fuel ratios. 

For this reason lean mixtures are more susceptible to sur- 

face ignition since they are niore able bo spp1y heat to 

the hot spot. 

At this oint it was decided that a more complete 

indication of the effect of the engine operating paramnetors 

upon surface inition would resait, if the effect of each 

engine variable were studied in two parts. Fiiet, the 

efiect of changes in the variable on the surface teapera- 

turc required for surface ignition of the fuel-air mixture 

was determined. Second, the effect of the change of this 

seme variable on the physical condition of the hot spot 

or surface causing surface ignition was examined. 



The proceduie used in the first part was as follows. 

Tho enine was operaed until steady conditions oxisted, 

The ignition was then ahut off, and the engine notored by 

the loading motor. The hot s)ot teri.-iperaturc was quickly 

increased until the engine fired. The teiriperature at which 

the engine first fired was recorded. Each point was 

checked several ti6s with surprisingly consistent read 

in:s. An average of at least three suci readins v.as used 

for each point. It was necessary to restablize the tcst 

conditions after cad; point, but once the approxiraate tem 

»erature was obtained, a readin was taken in several 

seconde and restablizatian of the test conditions required 

only a short period of tine. 

It 15 believed that the condition of the fuel-air 

mixture just prior to surface ignition under thIs test 

procedure 18 nearly the saie as it would be if the eni1ie 

were actually firing except for the effect of residual baa. 

This would be expected SiflOU the conbustion chamber vialls, 

whose teríerature would also affect the temperature of the 

fuel-air mixture, had 1nsfficient tinie to cool appreci- 

ably. 

Curves, showing the hot spot teuperature required 

for surface ignition deterzrined in this manner a a func- 

tion of each of the euine operating parameters investi- 

gated, are marked "Curve A" in Fires 11 to 16. 



The erfect ot changing engine varIables upon the 

teiperature of the hot s)ot wa nieaaurod by recorcti the 

hot 3pot teperature while the enine wa firing normally 

and the Cilamont current was held contnt. A pre1nitor 
wIth & thermocouple was required for these tests but sueh 

tcst are easj to perform. It cannot be assumed that the 

hot SLOt teerature rccwded in thIs manner is a eoiiplete 

indication of the ility of the chaiber sirfaco to ca'ise 

»reir1tion since surfaces in other locaions arô. of dif 

forent materiiii and size may be more effective. It 3hold, 
however, 1ve in most cases a genera]. index nd thereby 

show the trend. Curves determined in this manner are 

marked "Curve ß,fl 

A stuay of Curve s A acid B in Fiure 12 and 13 in*. 

dicated that the temperature of the fuel-air mixturo just 

prior to ignition was of primary importance in reeet to 

surface ignition. In order to obtain some relative iiidx 
to this mixture tempt.rature, a theriocou;1e of ver7 sra11 

wire was inserted in place of the pre1nitor. Small wire 

(gauge 26) was used to reduce the heat 1os by conduction, 

and for the arac reason the wires were left extendiní 3/Li. 

inch beyond the )orce1ain. With this arrangement a an 

temperature proportional to the temperature of the mixture 

at the instant of surface ignition would be indicated by 

the thoraocoup10 when the engine was motored (not firing). 
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Curves showin mixture tern eratures round in this war are 

narked "cjurve C.t 

As each of the various enine variables was tested, 

the other variables wore held constant at values indicated 

on the curve sheets. When not Usted on the curve, air 

Inlet pressure and exhaust reszire wore atnioaphox'ic and 

spark advance was 190 before top conter. 

Values of conpression ratio, mixture inlet tenpura 

turc, and air.i.fuej. ratio, which were reltttivel favorable 

to surface inition, were chosen. This reduced the hot 

sot temperature required for surface ignition and re 

s4lted in fewer hot spot faIlures. 

1>reliniinary tests were run to pick operating eondi 

tions which would be satisfactory. A comreslon ratio of 

7:1 was selected. Hiher corn ession ratios produced ex 

tremely heavy fuel ¿nock. Mixture inlet temperatures above 

3O0 F were unsatisfactory due to back firing through the 

intake manifold. 
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V. DISCtJSSION OF RESULTS 

Trie following et of curves represents the signifi- 

aunt d&ta obtained as described under test procedure. iach 

point on a curve generally presents an average of several 

readings. 

It was stated under test procedure that all curves 

labeled A, 13, C, etc., were plotted from data obtained in 

the saine manner. For example, curves labeled Curvo A show 

the minimum hot spot temperature required for surface 1g- 

nition of the fuel-air mixture. It. will be remembered that 

data for these curves were obtained with the en.rine operat- 

Ing at the conditions specified on each curve, but that the 

temperature measured was the minimum required to produce 

surface Ignition when the engine was motored but not 

actually firing. 

Similarly, curves labeled B were hot spot tempera- 

tures measured with the enpine running normally but when no 

hot sflot filament current was flowing. 

Curves labeled C were plotted from temperatures ob- 

tamed with a therrnocöuple o: fine wire, which protruded 

Into the combustion chamber, while the enine was motored. 

It is postulated that tempers tures so measì,red with the 

engine being motored, give an indication or the actijal 

temperature of the fuel-air mixture just prior to init1on. 

Temperatures recorded from this thermocouple when the engine 
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w f irinc show th sri shap &s C.U've B but were 

of hihor tepeturis. 

erhaps it would be well to restate that tepera 

tu.res indieato.d on these curves are accurate with respect 

to other temperatures on the sanie curve but are relatively 

inaccura absolute teiWeratures. For this reason, Line 

cozriparison betwee.ì dif$cret ctrves should not be at 

teipted. 

The effect of each of the particular eaine vari 

ables jnvtstiated will now be discLssod. 

Air-Fuel Ratio. The curves shown in Figure 11 show 

the effect of airfuel rabio on surface ignition. Curve C 

indicates that changing the air.fuc.ì. ratio hae no app rooi- 

able effect upon the teïapera eure of the mixture Just prior 

to ijition. If tuo aixture inlet temperature were low, 

some cooling effect at ricui mixture ratlos would be ex' 

peoto2 due to evaporation during ooxnpression. Since the 

inlet temperature IS relativeij h1h, evaporatioi is corn- 

plete before compression begins, and the ìiixture tenipera- 

tros at the end of the conipression stroke are subtan- 

tiall independent of the air-fuel ratio. 

From Curve Figure 11 it appears that surface ten- 

peratures of the combustion chamber would be hißhest for 

air-fuel mixtures slightly leaner than chemically correct. 
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Temperatur6& of other surfaces exposed to hot ase m1ght 

peak at s1iht1y different airfui ratio8. From Curvo A 

it is apparent that rieh fuel-air idxturos surface in1te 

more r6adi].y than lean mixtres. If a lower inixturc inlet 

temperature were u8ed and ii' the fue]. was not completly 

vaporized before enterin the combu8tion chaniber, it would 

be expected that rich mixtures would require higher surface 

temperatures rather than rernainin constant at the minimum 

as was the case in this test. This was the result ob- 

tamed by Serruys (2, p. 1C). It would be well to extend 

the rance of airfuel ratios two units on both the rich and 

lean ends and thereb establisi. the trend more completely. 

The overall effect of the air-fuel ratio on surface 

ignition for the enirie and the fuel tested may be summed 

up as follows. The tendency of the mixture to surface ig 

nite is greatest for air-fuel zatios slihtl richer than 

theoretical, but the ability of the hot eases to cause 

engine hot S.ots is reatest at mixtures slightly leaner 

than theoretical. Thus, it would appear that the air-fuel 

ratio most susceptible to surl'ace inition had a mixture 

composition near chemically correct. Temperatures of 

sufficient magnitude to support surface ignition frequently 

result when detonation occurs. In this manner, the effect 

of air-fuel ratios on detonation is also a factor influenc- 

in surface litin. Usually slightly rich mixtures are 
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most p1aried with detonatIon (6, p. 97). The effect of 

air-fuel ratio on detonation i not excessive, however, and 

this efiect is of only minor importance In relation to sur- 

face igrition. 

Mixture Inlet Temperature, The curves in Figure 12 

show the effect of the mixture inlet tceature on surface 

ignition. Curvo C shows that the mixture temperature just 

before iition Incretses quite noticeably as the mixturo 

inlet temperature 1 raì8ed, which is a would be expected, 

From Curve it can be coilcLuded that the tez.iperature of 

the surftice causînt' zurface init1ofl Is orx1r slightly in- 

crtased when the mixture inlet tenperturc is increased. 

Curve A indicates that the fuel-air nj. xture tenperature 

just prior to ignition is a factor of primary importance. 

A the mixture inlet temperature is increased, the surface 

teiperature reqIred for surface ignitIon is lowered. 

Under the conditions of' this test each degree increase In 

mixture inlet te;iperature lowered the surface temperature 

required for surface ignition rouhly one deroe, 

From the data obtained it appears that the relatlori 

ship between mixture inlet temperature and hot spot tein.. 

perature required for surface ignition is linear. However, 

much more data and on other fuels burned in different 

engines must be taaen before such a general statenent would 
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be justified. 

Cornprezgion Ratio. The curves in Fire 13 illusi.' 

trate the effect of eo'pressicì ratio on surface uitior, 

iiez'e again, Curve C izidicatos the nixtuz texiporature prior 

to ignition which increus8 as ti'e oompresaion ratio in- 

creases. Since the coxipvession of the Luel-air dxture is 

es;entiai1y in adibtic coprsion, the .Lnereaaed tern- 

peratui's obtained would be expected in view of tìe higher 

pvesire encountered at the hiixer cornrøssioxi ratios. 

From Czrvc B t is aparexit that the surface ternsr.turi 

is onïy slightly si'Tected by the comp reBsionrtio, until a 

ratio of about 7.6 is reached. At this point heavy knock 

ifl and ÀreiL;nitiou seeril to reinforce each other uiìtil the 

pIei);itioxi bacornes so advanced that noeki due to deto-.' 

nation disajer&, (I, p. 2O Once unsteble preignition 

oceur, aurfaco ttnpsrtures risc to hiwi values. No 

attenit wa made to rnoasure thc8e Iigh teiperatures a auch 

rnea3urernefl.t is very apt to result in melting of the therxno- 

couple wires. 

It wa expected thìt the hot spot temperature would 

iuore&e ppreeiably for corresponding iacreìaee iii corn- 

pression rctio, but this was not the ease a Curve B in- 

dicate. 

(urve A a C or Figure 13, whr th effect 
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of compression ratio was investigated, are compared with 

corresponding curves of Figure 12 in which mixture inlet 

temperature was studied; the following may be concluded. 

For each degree that the mixture temperature indicated by 

curve C in Figure 12 is increased, the hot spot temperature 

necessary for surface ignition is decreased one degree. 

Assuming this relation holdz for Curve C in Figure 13, the 

hot spot temperature necessary to cause surface ignition at 

a coxnpresion ratio of 9, when the effect of pressure is 

neglected, would be 1500 F. 1500 F is obtained by sub 

tracting 215 F, the change in curve C Figure 13 between 

compression ratios of L. and 9, from 1715 F which is the hot 

spot temperature required for surface ignition at compres 

sion ratio of 1.. 

From Curve A in Figure 13 the actual hot spot tern- 

perature required is only 135g F at a compression ratio of 

9, indicating that the pressure of the fuel-air mixture at 

the instant of surface ignition is also a basic factor in- 

fluencing the surface temperature required for surface ig- 

nition. Other factors asido from pressure may contribute 

in such a way as to lower the hot spot temperature required 

for surface ignition. The amount of residual gas that 

mixes with the fresh incoming charge is strougly dependent 

upon the compression ratio and might have some limited 

effect. That this effect is limited is proven later under 



the topic of eaust prozsure. 

ThG COnlpre3SIQU ratio has a pronounced otfect upon 

both the teriperature and presire of the ftte1air mixture 

and fer this reason rtat1j influences the surface tem 

perat2re neceasar; for surface iition. 

À test, was run in which the hot spot temperature 

recorded was tue temuperature (measured i1e the eiine was 

firing) required to excite surface ignition sufficiently 

advanced that the enine would continue to run sioothly 

when the ignition was turned off, Data obtained in this 

nianner are incorporated in Curve D. Curve D falls below 

Curve A probably because of the combined effects of resid 

ual gas, a slight chance in siriu'fuel ratio, and some prob 

able error in tempature measurement. The Last two 

reasons are particularly applicable since the curves cre 

plotted from data obtained on different days. Curve 1) 

deviates from a straight line relationship at a compres 

zion ratio of about The hot apot tema " erature required 

for surface ignition decreases quickly with further in 

creases in compression ratio. This is caused by the sharp 

increase in chamber temperatures resulting from the in- 

cipient detonation evident at a compression ratio near 7.. 

Speed. It is known that the surface temperature 

required for surface iition is dependent on both the time 
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of contact between the hot irface and the gas and also on 

the area of the 8urface causing surface ignition. Ini. 

crea8iflg the time or area of contact will reduce the torn- 

perature required for surface Ignition. As an engine slowe 

down the time of contact between the fuel-air mixture and 

the hot surface is increased, thereby reducing the surface 

temperature required for surface ignition. The curves in 

Figure ]1 show this to be the result found. 

The data represented by the curves in Figuro iIi. were 

obtained as follows, The unit on which these tests were 

made was designed to operate at a constant speed of 900 

rpm. No meens was provided by whicn the operating speed 

could be varied. This difficulty was overcome by setting 

the hot spot temperature at some given value and then 

allowing the engine to slow down until surface ignition 

resulted. The speed at which this first ignition resulted 

was then recorded. This process was repeated for other hot 

spot temperatures until sufficient points to establish a 

curve were obtained. 

Oil Temperature. The curve In Figure 15 indicates 

the effect of oil temperature ori the surface ignitIon 

temperature of a tisi. The large decrease in surface 

ignition temperature required at the hi'er oil tempera- 

tures probably results because sorne of the oil actually 
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vaporizc and ndxe8 with the fue1ir mixture. At the 

hither oil temperatures more oil vtporizee and mixes with 

the asol1ne-oir mixture chang1n the ignitici. character. 

istics of the mixture in such a way as to reqnire lower 

surf ac e igni t i on temperatures. 

xb.aut Pressure. In order to learn if the amount 

of residual gas present in the fuelair mixture had any 

significant importance on surface ignition this variable 

ras studied. Since the per cent of residual gas present 

in the fuelair mixture is dependent on the exhaust pres- 

sure, the effect of residual as on surface ignition was 

reached in this indirect manner. 

Curve C rigure 16 shows that the surface ignition 

temperature is independent of exhaust pressure. This curve 

was obtained with the engine firint. Temperatures recorded 

are the minimun bot spot temperatures needed to maintain 

regular firing when the ignition is shut off. From this 

curve it may be concluded that small to mediurnsma1l per- 

centagos of residual gas have negligible effect on surface 

i. gni t ion. 
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VI. CONCLUSIQ 

The most difficult problem oncountired in work of 

ttii type i that of obtain1ri' a reliable pre1iitor, which 

villi wor1 satifactori1y and without failure under tho 

severo conditions in which It must operate. Meaureient of 

instantineous ga5 and surface teniporat'ir also presonts a 

difficult problem. The proignitor found sat1factor:r by 

Ethyl CorporatIon enip1oyin p1atinum].O per cent rhodium 

filaments were replaced by ones of similar construction but 

whose fi1aieits wore of manganese-nickel, a material a10 

used for spark plug electrodes. These tvo preiriitors have 

aboit equal life, but of course, tho with the p].atinuin'- 

lo er cent rhodiwn fi1ameits arG very much more expensive. 

Satiefactor hot sot te;nperature rticasurenont can be 

obtained by calibratIon against f1anent curxent with pro- 

iitors using either p1atinuni.1O per cent rhodiuni or 

rnan'aiese-nicke1 filaments. 

It was found that for the en eine and fue]. used, the 

sui'faco tenperatur required for srface i nitlon is 

decreased when one Oi nore of the following conditions 

exist. 

when the fuel*air :nixture temperature at the irt- 

stant of ignition is increased. 

When the pressure of the fuelair mixture at the 
instant of ignition is increased, 

Vhen the area of surface causing preignition is 
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increased. 

When the time of contact between hot surface 
and fuel-air mixture is increased. 

When the oil temperature le increased. 

Chan,in any engine variable in euch way that these 

five factors remained constant, but which caused an increase 

in the hot spot temperature, also ncreaee the tendency 

toward surface ignition within the engine. 

In terms of the variables testad, It can be stated 

that the following conditions increase the likelihood of 

surface i'nItion. 

Increasing the compression ratIo . increases both 
the teniperaturo and the pressure of the fuel- 
air mixture and thereby increases the proba- 
blilty of surface ignition. 

Increasing the mixture inlet temperature de- 
creases the hot spot temperature requIred for 
surface ignition. 

Increasing the oil temperature effected a de- 
crease in surface temperature larger than would 
be expected from the temperature effect aione. 
It is probable that as the temperature in- 
creased, a larger amount of oil vapor combined 
with the fiel-air mixture, and the reslting 
nxture surface ignited more readily than be 
fore. 

Decreasthg the speed increases the time of 
contact between fuel mixture and hot surface; 
also decreases the surface teiiperature re- 
quired for surface ignition. 

The exhaust precsure hs.e little effect on 
surface Ignition. 

surface ignition occurs most readily in fuel-aIr 

mixtures whose compositions are approximately chemically 



correct. 

It must be remembered that these conclusions are 

based on a sinle fuel and a single engine, and while lt ta 

likely they will be true for other engines burning other 

fuels, exceptions no doubt wili exist. 

ífter completion of the experinienti work, the 

engine was dismantled for inspection. It was found to be 

in excellent condition with no unusual carbon deposits or 

evidence of abuse or vrear. 
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